TROOP 28 PACKING LIST
CAMPOUTS
Turned into Adult Leadership BEFORE leaving
Current BSA Medical Form A
Current BSA Medical Form B

Prescription medication in original
containers with Scout’s name written
on the container
Travel Uniform
Tennis Shoes (no open toed shoes,
crocs, or sandals)
Socks
Troop 28 Baseball Hat
Sunglasses

Field Uniform Shirt
Troop 28 T‐Shirt worn under Field
Uniform Shirt
Watch
Scout Shorts or Pants
Scout Belt
Day Pack
Water in 2 Liter water bladder or (2)
one‐quart water bottles
Smellable water bottle (1)
Small Headlamp that uses AA or AAA
size batteries
Rain Jacket (Frog Toggs)
Rain Pants (Frog Toggs)
Fleece Jacket
Small roll of Toilet Paper (in zip‐loc bag)
Magnetic Compass for mapping (clear
base with rotating dial)
Pocket Knife
Scout book with Fire n’ Chit and Tot’n
Chit (in zip‐loc bag)
Small Notepad, with pen and pencil
(in zip‐loc bag)
Fleece beanie hat (in zip‐loc bag)

Sunscreen (pump or lotion not aerosol)
(in zip‐loc bag)
Chapstick in zip‐loc bag with sunscreen)
Insect Repellant (pump not aerosol)
(in zip‐loc bag)
Personal First Aid Kit (small)
Whistle on lanyard
Matches (in zip‐loc bag)
Spare batteries for headlamp
Two empty Gallon Sized Freezer Zip‐loc
Bags
One zip‐loc with two $5 bills and one
$10 bill.
Camp cup with handle

Packed in Duffle bag or Backpack
Sleeping:
200 Sleeping bag or (3) Fleece Blankets
(stuffed into stuff sack)
Sleeping Pad (closed cell foam mattress
or foam filled inflatable air mattress /
no pool floats)

Small inflatable Travel Pillow (optional)

Eating:
Plastic Bowl
Plastic Fork
Plastic Spoon
Clothing (In addition to travel uniform listed above):
(1) T Shirt
(1) Shorts (if not scout shorts)
(1) Swim Suit
(1) Fleece Pants (cold weather only)

Plastic Knife
Plastic Plate

(1) Long Pants (if no scout pants)
(1) Socks
(2) Pair of Underwear
Warm Gloves (cold weather only)

Other:
Pack rain cover (if brought backpack)
Spare Eye Glasses
Toiletries in toiletry bag:
Soap inside a plastic container
Travel Sized Shampoo
Deodorant
Toothbrush
Toothpaste

Medium Pac Towel

Comb or brush
Water Shoes are preferred over sandals
Dirty Clothes Bag

NOTES:
1. Make sure your child can stuff their sleeping bag back into the sleeping bag stuff sack all by
themselves. Adults cannot be inside scout tents and therefore all scouts really need to be able
to unpack, and pack, their own equipment by themselves.
2. There is NO access to electrical power.
3. Label everything with your last name on it.
4. Pack with the fewest bags possible and remember everything will probably have to be carried a
short way from the car to the campsite. So everything needs to be portable, organized, and
don’t over pack. If it’s not on this list, you don’t need it.

